ACTIVITIES DURING THE WEEK
BIKE TOUR (2 HOURS)
Lake Como is the perfect spot for biking: the area boasts roads
with very little traffic, beautiful mountain scenery, rolling terrain
and picturesque hills. For an unforgettable experience rent a
bike and explore Como’s charming historic town or the winding
shoreline of the lake.
PRICE: € 15,00

PEDALO’ (30 MIN)
Spend an afternoon doing some fun activities like pedalò. This
is the perfect activity for anyone who wants to enjoy the
stunning views of the city and surrounding historic villas from
the water in a fun and relaxed way.
PRICE: € 10,00

TREKKING (4 HOURS)
The Green Way is a spectacular route that twists and turns
through terraces and olive tree groves with pleasant ups and
downs ranging from 217 to 350 meters of altitude. The Green
Way offers breathtaking panoramic views of the villages, the
lake and the adjacent mountains. It’s an easy hike along a
partly paved, old mule-track.
PRICE: € 145,00

CITY TOUR (2 HOURS)
With its charming historic center, 12th century walls and
narrow Medieval streets brimming with elegant stores,
Como delights visitors that want to explore it by foot.
The city offers a rare example of a fusion of architectural
styles including the Romanesque basilica of St Fedele, the
imposing Porta Torre, the majestic Gothic Duomo, and
numerous ancient noble buildings that conceal charming
courtyards and porticos.
PRICE: € 140,00

www.inlinguacomo.com

COMO AND MINI CRUISE (2/3 HOURS)
Admire the beautiful and palatial bourgeois villas of the
bay area of Lake Como from a public boat or from a
private speedboat. The itinerary includes a walking tour
of the historical centre. After the tour, from Piazza
Cavour, your guide will take you to the boats or to a
private speedboat to admire the beauty of the area and
discover spectacular locations favored by international
celebrities.
PRICE: € 180,00

BRUNATE AND THE VILLAS OF THE “BELLE
EPOQUE” (3 HOURS)
After taking the 19th century cable car that connects
Como with Brunate you will enjoy an amazing panorama
of the city, the lake and the Alps. From this panoramic
view you will walk to discover the enchanting villas of
this fascinating town. PRICE: € 180,00

BALLOON TOUR
With the marvelous view from the top aboard an authentic hotair balloon, flying over the lake at dawn and the magnificent city
of Como with its majestic Duomo, a journey overlooking a
prestigious balcony for postcard views and an unforgettable
experience.
PRICE: € 169,00/person

EXPLORE THE LAKE ON YOUR OWN BOAT (2 HOURS)
Rent a boat to discover Lake Como at your own pace. You will
find some beautiful beaches and breathtaking villas in a
variety of styles.
PRICE: € 140, 00 (insurance included)

COOKING COURSES
Would you like to uncover the secrets of Italian cuisine?
Learn from professional chefs how to cook typical
Italian recipes from hearty and delicious pasta dishes to
decadent dessert like tiramisu.
TIME: 18.00 – 21.00
PRICE: € 48,00

SAILING
Sailing on Lake Como is, without a doubt, an ideal way to
see the lake in an exciting way. The upper part of the lake
offers many opportunities to enjoy water sports. Its
constant windy conditions are a real heaven for lovers of
windsurfing and sailing.
PRICE: € 180,00

WATER SPORTS FOR EVERYONE
If you enjoy sports, rent a canoe, a kayak or a paddle
board to admire the landscape and the beauty of the
lake. You will see historic villas, discover small and
enchanting beaches and enjoy the diversity of the
shoreline vegetation from a unique point of view.
PRICE: € 120,00

www.inlinguacomo.com

WEEKEND ACTIVITIES
SAILING (2 DAYS - Portofino)
What do you think about a short holiday doing
something different? An unforgettable and fun
weekend on a boat to admire the beauty of the
Tuscan seaside and be enchanted by its magic.
PRICE: € 280,00
INCLUDED: Sailing courses, skipper, breakfast and
lunch, sheets, overnight stay on a boat and insurance.

QUAD (6 HOURS)
An in and off road itinerary departing from Cernobbio and
going through locations along the mountains of Lake
Como. An amazing and fun experience for adrenaline
lovers!
PRICE: € 150,00 (6 hours for 2 people for a day or night
tour)
INCLUDED: excursion, insurance, fuel and staff
assistance

AN UNFORGETTABLE DAY ON THE LAKE: ROMANTIC CRUISE AND VISIT TO VILLAS
(7 HOURS)
Get to know the history of this magical place. Listen to
a guide narrate the stories and secrets of the luxurious
villages dotting the shores of Lake Como. From a
private boat or a speedboat you will enjoy the views of
the monuments, churches and ancient lakeside villages
perched around the mountains surrounding the lake.
PRICE: € 300,00

AT THE HEART OF THE LAKE COMO: VARENNA, BELLAGIO AND MENAGGIO
(7 HOURS)
It’s impossible not to be charmed by the lakeside
villages of Varenna, Bellagio and Menaggio. Bellagio’s
picturesque waterfront, Menaggio’s sunny center and
Varenna’s romantic allies are sure to delight and
enchant any visitor. A private yacht or boat will take
you to these three historic towns at the center of the
lake for a day of relaxation and discovery.
PRICE: € 300,00

BETWEEN THE MOUNTAINS AND THE LAKE: THE SACRO MONTE DI OSSUCCIO AND
VILLA BALBIANELLO (7 HOURS)
This itinerary explores the historic towns of Ossuccio and Lenno, in the west shore of Lake Como.
In the morning, we do a walking tour of the beautiful
chapel of Sacro Monte di Ossuccio, recognized by the
UNESCO as a World Heritage Site. In the afternoon
from the lakeside of Lenno we take a private
speedboat to Villa Balbaniello, a unique and magical
location featured in famous film such as Star Wars and
Casino Royale.
PRICE: € 300,00

